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Abstract

In this paper, I analyze the introduction of competition in the long distance voice call market in the
Colombian telecommunications sector. A highly stylized model is introduced where there is a
monopoly in the long distance market_with two local exchange carriers, (LECs). I derive total
welfare and other results for this benchmark. In the competitive scenario, a new company enters the
(national) long distance market with the feature that this company is a subsidiary of one of the LEC
and can have profit sharing with a foreign company. My main result may justify the effort that the
Colombian government has put into introducing competition into this market sector.
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1. Introduction

This paper provides a framework for analyzing the introduction of competition in the

Colombian public voice telephony market, in particular, in long distance service. Currently, the long

distance services in Colombia (national and international) are provided by the monopoly state-owned

company -Telecom. I analyze the effects of the opening of the (national) long distance market upon

the welfare of the country.

For many years Telecom helped the Central Government finance its budget and undertake

social investment in telephony.1 However the price paid to get these funds has been high for the

consumers in terms of the higher tariffs they have had to pay, and the continuing union threats of

shutdowns, which creates uncertainty for consumers.2

To tackle the inefficiencies present in the telecommunication sector (including all the existing

state-owned facilities) in the early 90's the Colombian government attempted without success to

privatize Telecom.3 This failed undertaking showed that the approach to be followed to improved

efficiency in the sector had to be different. Later, in 1994, the government proposed a bill that was

IFormer Colombia governments have followed what Laffont (1996, pp. 168) has named
the high cost of public funds in the sense that "it is more valuable to price above marginal cost,
i. e., to use prices ofpublic utilities to finance the fixed costs and the government's budget".

2 To quote a former Colombian Finance minister, "Through a process ofstrikes (or the
threats ofstrikes) the directorate ofthe sector's labor union has been able to force governments
over the last 10 or more years to accept its policy as the de facto official policy Wiesner (1997,
p. 5)."

3See Hooley (1998, pp 108-09).
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subsequently approved by the Congress regulating all public utilities in the country.4

The Law stresses competition as a mechanism to achieve efficiency. In the

telecommunications sector, the Law also allows free entry into the local phone markets and specifies

the different pricing regulatory regimes in the country at present.

The Gaviria Administration tried to privatize the incumbent long distance operator Telecom

without success. Thus, recently, la Comision de Regulacion de Telecomunicaciones. CRT

(Telecommunications Regulatory Commission) was compelled to create once and for all a process

ofnew license concessions to provide service in the long distance market. Very briefly, the Comision

de Regulacion de Telecomunicaciones (CRT henceforth) resolutions5 allow free entry into the

market of long distance service, but imposes some requirements, including payments. With the

resolutions, the CRT has tried to satisfy all the interested parties: the large Colombian local exchange

companies (LECs), the incumbent -Telecom-, the private sector, consumers, and the unions.

However, there remains much concern on the part of unions and the public about the desirability of

this deregulatory process.

Some groups argue that Colombian regulators take for granted that the introduction of

competition will bring clear welfare gains, but this may not be necessarily true. Their main example

is taken from other Latin American countries that have allowed competition in that market.

Regulators say that in those countries tariffs have decreased, investment has increased and

4Ley 142 de 1994 0 Ley de Servicios Publicos (Public Utility Law of 1994). The Law
states "freedom of competition and non-use of dominant position" by part of public utilities
companies as the core of the competitive framework. This Law was part of a broader package of
new legislation tending to deregulate the economy and, in particular, public utilities services, and
is one of the current legal backbones of the Colombian telecommunications sector.

5CRT-Resolutions 086,087 and 088 of 1997.
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technology may have improved. However, the welfare of a society depends not only on the surplus

consumers can obtain, but also on firms' total profits. If there is some profit sharing with foreign

firms, regulators should care about the shares ofprofit that may flow abroad, because it may directly

reduce total welfare. Besides, the new competitive scenario may result in the current incumbent,

Telecom, which assumes universal service obligations, losing much of its market share and profits.

Such an outcome could decrease its investment in social telephony.6

I analyze the welfare effects of the new scheme of competition. My starting point or

benchmark is the current setting, where a single long distance operator (LDO henceforth) engages

in private and separate negotiation with two LECs, named aand p, in two different cities. For

example, city A could be the capital, and city B another(s) industrialized city(ies).

In this bargaining, aand p, set their access charges to Telecom for incoming and outgoing

long distance calls made by customer in cities A and B. Then, the LDO sets its price to its customers.

With this, I propose a simple welfare function that is the sum of the total consumer surplus in cities

A and B, and LECs' and LDO's profits. Secondly, I model the interactions among the two LEes and

two LDOs, the current incumbent company and a new one, with the feature that the new LDO is a

subsidiary of one of the LECs. In this new setting, the LEC behaves as an integrated firm. I proceed

then to analyze the welfare effects of this new situation and compare these with the current one.

It is well known that LDOs have to interconnect, if a caller from a city, say A, is to reach

anyone in city B. To do this, the LDO has to secure interconnection with the LECs of both cities A

6Social telephony "will have as objectives to provide the service oftelephone to the
urban and rural users who given their (low) level ofincome can not afford the whole tariffof
service," Plan de Desarrollo para el Sector de Telecomunicaciones, Documento Conpes 2760, pp.
13.
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and B, and to pay interconnection fees7for accessing the networks of a and p. How much the LDO

has to pay for access to the local loops will depend on the interconnection negotiations.

The two local networks and the long distance operator provide in this case perfectly

complementary services in the sense that, for a call to be completed, it has to combine them in fixed

proportions. If neither of the LEC is vertically integrated, there are no incentives for these firms to

try to foreclose or engage in non-competitive behaviors (Baumol et al. 1994). On the other hand,

when a LEC is vertically integrated, i.e., it provides also long distance services, then potential anti

competitive behaviour may occur (Laffont et al. 1996a, 1996b, Economides 1995,1997, and Sibley

and Weisman 1998).

In the benchmark scenario, I find that the LDO prices like a single product monopolist and

treats markets in cities A and B like one single market. My main result when modeling the

competitive scenario is that the introduction of competition in the long distance market increases the

total welfare, TW, in the nation, although the current incumbent Telecom does suffer a reduction in

its profits. Another result is that local phone companies get benefit from the competition in the

(national) long distance market.

Section 2 presents some background of the telecommunications sector in Colombia and the

regulatory framework. In section 3, the model for the benchmark setting (or current situation is

developed. Section 4 models the competitive (future) setting. In section 5, welfare analysis

comparisons are made between the benchmark and competitive models. Finally, section 6 presents

some conclusions.

2. Background of the Telecommunications sector and its regulatory framework

7The terms "interconnection" and "access" will be used interchangeably.
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2.1. The operators

Currently, there are about 30 LECs in Colombia, most ofthem owned by municipal and state

governments, and only one incumbent in the long distance market, Telecom, owned by the Central

Government. The fact that municipal governments are the owners of the local phone companies has

been one ofthe most important institutional features of the telecommunications sector in Colombia.8

However, some years ago this began to change. First, former governments wanted to spread phone

services to the poor areas of the main cities, small towns, and the rural countryside. The only way

to do so was to compel Telecom to implement it. In order to do so, Telecom had to build networks

in some (unsatisfied demand) areas of the Colombian cities, as well as in the rural countryside, to

provide local phone service9
.

As a result of this situation, of the 4.9 millions lines installed as of December 1995, Telecom

owned about 16.3%. The three main LECs controlled about two thirds of the total lines installed

across the nation. And at least six LECs had more than 150 thousands lines installed in their owns

cities. 10

Second, legislation in Colombia forced LECs to transform into what are called "industrial

and commercial enterprises of the municipal order. 11 This, and the fact that the Superintendent of

8This feature is (or was) present in all main Colombian utilities (See Gray 1997).

9 As Hooley (1998, p. 111) states "Telecom Colombia serves areas oflow population
density and income not served by municipal companies. Such service is expensive relative to the
revenue it generates".

IOSee "Telefonia a Nivel Nacional, Planta Intema-Capacidad Installada, 1995", DNP,
Septiembre de 1996.

lIlt is worthwhile clarifying some points. The public utilities should have been
transformed into industrial and commercial enterprises. But most of the utilities did not, and the
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Public Utility may take over LECs if they do not provide good service, has limited political

interference by local politicians, and obliged them to behave (more closely) as profit-maximizing

firms. 12

As mentioned before, the LDO incumbent Telecom owns local phone companies in poor and

rural municipalities, as well as in some of the large cities. Yet, Telecom's main business is the long

distance market. In 1992, Telecom was transformed into an industrial and commercial company of

national order. 13 This allows the company to behave as a profit maximizing firm and gives it greater

independence. 14 Some studie~ suggest that Telecom utilizes modem or the state of the art

art. 17 of the Public Utility Law was rescinded. So the Congress passed a new Law (Law 286 of
1996). The new Law mandates that all current public utilities (including Telecom) have to be
transformed into what is called "enterprises of public utility" (state-owned companies). Now, a
public utility is in tum a company by shares, the owners of which may be public or private
investors.

121 am not claiming that there exists complete political autonomy. For example, the
mayor appoints the CEO, and the city council controls two thirds of the Board of Directors. This
board has to authorize new loans that the LEC wants to make, as well as to authorize any transfer
of money to other public utility of the city. My point about the LECs behaving (closely) as
profit-maximizing firms is also stressed by Hooley (1998, p. 107), "Telecom and local
companies have had almost unlimitedpower in their setting ofadministrative, financing,
technological, and general policies. "

13 Decree 2123 of 1992. I use the term industrial and commercial enterprise following a
translation from Spanish expression. Actually, the English word should be state-owned company.
The fact of being a state-owned company is that it permits "greater management flexibility and
accountability .. (and) that state-owned companies are regulated by the laws that govern private
entities rather than those that govern public institutions," Hooley (1998, p. 109-100).

141n the words of its CEO, "Telecom is a profitable enterprise. Its operating profits are
about $30.000 Colombian millions (US$ 22 millions) per year, but they may be about $500.000
Colombian millions (US$ 370 millions) ifit were not carrying the social function it serves",
Capitalizacion, Unica Salida para Telecom, EI Espectador, noviembre 26 de 1997, Internet Press
Release.

15 Plan Nacional de Telecomunicaciones 1997-2007, Ministerio de Comunicaciones,
capitulo 12. See also Hooley (1998).
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technology for the provision of long distance services and provides a good service to the whole

nation. Yet, the same study shows that it has very high labor expenses that translate into high

operating costs.

As noted above, Telecom has been carrying out the social telephony, which has consisted of

investment in infrastructure, networks and equipment to provide local, and long distance service

across the nation. It has also meant that Telecom has been subsidizing local phone service in the

municipalities and cities where it supplies this service with high long distance tariffs.

Recently, the burden of the social investment has been steadily released from Telecom. The

Public Utility Law of 1994 created the Communication Fund that must make investments directed

towards programs of social telephony. The Fund is currently funded with resources from the

concessions of mobile cellular telephony, Central government budget and others sources. However,

Telecom keeps being the main instrument for implementing universal service. 16

But while carrying out this task, Telecom became an operator as a local exchange carrier in

some cities, and the single long distance operator. This means it is a fully vertical integrated firm;

which was considered detrimental by some of the large LECs that demanded to be allowed to be on

equal footing with Telecom. After some lawsuits by those LECs, CRT opened the long distance

market to competition.

2.2. The Regulatory Bodies

In 1994, and to provide a fair sound environment to the telecommunications sector, the

16See "Plan de Telefonia Social 1997-2000," Documento Conpes 2925, mayo 28 de 1997.
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Colombian Congress approved and passed a Law17 that created the CRT, which is a quasi-

independent body with the Minister of Telecommunications as president of the board. CRT is the

main regulatory institution and is the only one that directly addresses the telecommunication policies

that the government wants to implement. In addition to CRT, there exists the Superintendence of

Public Utilities, which acts as an agency of control but does not influence the decisions. The other

agencies in the regulatory process are the Ministry ofTelecommunications and the Consejo Nacional

de Politica Economica y Social, Conpes (National Council for Social and Economic Policy).18

The CRT has tried to follow a regulatory regime that I can name as "light handed". By this

I mean that, first, the regime relies on private negotiations among operators to secure interconnection

agreements. Secondly, it has looked for the reduction or elimination of statutory barriers to entry.

Thirdly, it has specified very clearly all the market practices that are contrary to free competition.

Lastly, it will give freedom to the telecommunication operators to price once there is enough

competition in the market. More than that, in the case of the opening of the long distance market,

the CRT has set all the rules and requirements potential entrants must follow, guaranteeing that price

signals be efficient and a socially inefficient pattern of entry and investment be avoided. 19

However, the CRT has shown an erratic path in some policy areas in its first four years, as

17Law 142 of 1994. In strictu sensu, the CRT was created by decree 2122 of 1992, but
Law 142 gave to it all the current enforcement powers.

18The Conpes is an advisory board whose members are the president of the Republic, the
ministers, representatives of the Central Bank, and some other institutions. The Conpes'
decisions are political advice to the different government agencies. The Ministry of
Communication has all the authority in the telecommunication sector, but it is bounded to follow
Conpes's recommendations. Besides, the Ministry can not change the decisions adopted by the
CRT.

19See Schankerman (1996) for more details about this and related subjects.
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one can infer from the decisions regarding the opening of the long distance market. This and the

weakness of the judicial system20 in Colombia may explain why foreign investment has not been,

thus far, so eager to invest in this sector, compared to other Latin American countries.

2.3 The Regulatory Incentive and Market Structures

Levy and Spiller (1996, pp. 17) state that the regulatory incentive structure, i.e. "the rules

governing utility pricing, subsidies, competition and entry, interconnection, and the like" is one of

the components of the whole analytical framework of regulation. In the Colombian case, the

institutional facts described above have molded the kind of regulatory incentives and the current

market structure.

As I said above, one ofthe most important features is that LECs behave as profit-maximizing

firms in their own market. Some time ago, LECs' income came from the income generated by the

local phone service, plus a (small) share of the long distance income received by Telecom. There

were no rules or norms regulating interconnection, access charges, entry and competition in the

telecommunication markets.

Law 142 of 1994 established new initiatives in all these matters. Firstly, it paved the way to

introduce competition in all the telecommunication markets. The local phone markets were opened

to competition. Currently, the market structure in local telephony is that almost all LECs are

monopoly in their own cities where they provide this service. However, in one city, Barranquilla,

2°For example, the State Council ruled that all the decisions taken for all the Regulatory
Commissions are null. Now, the government appealed to the Constitutional Court about the
decision of the State Council. No final decision has been reached about it so far. See, "Nocaut
Juridico a las Comisiones que Regulan Servicios", EI Espectador, septiembre 30 de 1997, and
"Incertidumbre en los Servicios Publicos", EI Mundo, diciembre 17 de 1997, Internet Press
Releases.
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two LECs exist. More recently, some of the large LECs21 have began installing lines and building

networks in the other local phone markets or have taken over some small LECs. The Law also set

that for providing local phone service, investors need only local permits.

On the other hand, via the CRT, the long distance market was finally opened. Although at

first the government wanted to introduce a limited competition to the current incumbent, such as in

the United Kingdom, the final result was that the market is completely open, and any investors that

satisfy some requirements and pay for the license can provide long distance services. Therefore, it

is expected that the industry structure become extremely competitive in the coming years.

Secondly, on the issue of interconnection, the Law has mandated that interconnection be

allowed on a fair basis,22 and established that the CRT determines all the subsequent aspects that can

occur in this matter. Although the aspects of interconnection seem to be taken for granted when

legislating about telecommunications, this turns out not to be true.23 CRT has established that

interconnection agreements have to be freely negotiated by the interested parties, and CRT only

intervenes ifparties cannot reach an agreement.24 The principles that guide interconnection are the

21For instance, EPM the LEC of Medellin created EPM-Bogota a new LEC that will
operate in Bogota by installing 95.000 lines and will probably begins operations by January
1998, see, "En enero, EPM-Bogota empieza a installar lineas", EI Tiempo 18 de diciembre de
1997, Internet Press Release.

22Law 142, articles 8 and 28.

23Por a very general picture of how this matter was designed in developed countries see
Spiller and Cardilli (1997). The most interesting and referred case is New Zealand, see Arnold
(1995), Pickford (1996), Ross (1995), King (1995) and Tye and Lapuerta (1996). For the United
Kingdom case, see Armstrong (1997), Cave (1994) and Vickers (1997)

24The obligations to interconnect were summarized in CRT-Resolution 087 of 1997. The
operators have 30 days to reach a direct agreement, afterwards the CRT will intervene and set an
agreement in a term ranging from 15 to 60 days.
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following: a) interconnection must be done at any point in the network that may be technically

viable; b) terms and conditions will be ruled by the principle of equal-access equal-charges; c) no

better dealing on interconnection is allowed to any operator in the case ofbeing vertically integrated;

and d) the elements of interconnection must be offered unbundled.

Thirdly, law 142 of 1994 ruled that CRT set the access charges. While this may be thought

of as being contrary to profit-maximizing behavior, it is not. The CRT defined the access charges

as "the charges per minute, or fraction ofminute, that reflect the costs ofproviding service, taking

into account all operating costs (including those needed to buy, install, and keep the equipment and

all other elements ofthe infrastructure) plus a reasonable profit" (CRT-Resolution 034 of 1995).

The point I want to stress is that the above definition, that resembles the Baumol-Willig rule, can be

very close to the one resulting from profit-maximizing behavior5
•

Lastly, Law 142 of 1994 (art. 14) and CRT-Resolution 087 have defined the regimes of

tariffs to apply to public utilities. Currently, there exist three regimes of pricing (competition). One

is the regime of regulated rate where the CRT sets the tariffs. The second one is the regime of

controlled free rate where the telecommunications operators can freely price but prior to that they

must send to the CRT the new prices. The last one is the free rate regime and this is when

telecommunications operators have no restriction to set their tariff and no obligation with the CRT.

The first regime is supposed to disappear once there is enough competition in the markets. Currently,

the LECs cannot increase their local tariffs as much as they want. In general, CRT has determined

25 Although Resolution 034 was rescinded, CRT set initially that operators should pay for
interconnection $30 (Colombian) per minute. Later on, the CRT set the current access charge of
$30 (Colombian pesos) [US$0.023] for long distance operators (CRT-Resolution 087 of 1997).
In this Resolution, the CRT is silent about the way it defines or sets the access charges, though.
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a methodology for the annual increases in the local tariffs. As a rule, all LECs and LDO increase

their tariffs and access charges by the maximum allowed.26

Furthermore, the CRT has also ruled that tariffs for either local or long distance calls will be

set by the operators once there exists enough competition in both local telephony and long distance

services. Currently, the annual increase in the long distance service must not be above the Central

Bank's goal of inflation.

3. The Model

3.1. The Current setting

Suppose two local exchange carriers, ex and plocated in cities A and B27 provide local phone

services and interconnection for long distance services (assume only national services). Assume that

neither of the LECs is vertically integrated and each LEC is a monopoly in its city. Also assume that

there exists an incumbent in the long distance market, that is not vertically integrated, call it,

company X, that provides national long distance services for consumers located in cities A and B.

A national long distance call can be thought of as consisting of three main components.

Figure 1 shows how a long distance call is composed of an access charge for the use of the network

26This may sound a little bit at odd from the point of view of political science. But as
Kalmanovitz (1997, p 7) states, "Reelection of public officers isforbidden, meaning that
behaviour is not a measurement ofaction and that the goodpolitician is not to be rewarded.
There exists a political system based on partisan patronage: the lucky ones are rewarded with
cheap public utilities, poorly designedpublic works andjobs with local governments".

270ne can think of A and B as follows: a) city A is the capital or any other large city and
b) city B is a city of similar size or the summation of some cities such that their aggregate size is
similar to that of city A. This will be a simplifying assumption that eases the math involved and
make the results intuitively more clear.
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Figure 1. Current Scenario

Term inating
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City B

of the LEC originated in city, say, A and another for the use of the network of the LEC in city, say,

B, and a third component for connecting callers in cities A and B, that I call "transport." Assume

that for completing a long distance call two units of access are needed, one unit for terminating calls

and one originating calls. In this sense, the originating and terminating components are perfect

complements. The long distance service is, then, the composite good composed of the two access

charges and a transport.

3.1.2 The Local phone market

The municipalities of the cities are the only owners of the LEC, but the Central government

has imposed the conditions that LECs cannot transfer money to the municipalities and that LEC have

to be self-financing. Therefore, I assume that both LECs are profit-maximizing firms that set their

local tariff and negotiate independently and separately their interconnection agreements and access

charges with the LDO, company X.28 For simplicity, I assume that the revenue earned for local tariff

28 Although the CRT has established that operators must freely reach agreements, it has
also mandated that all the agreements are subject to modification by the CRT ifthere is any
practice contrary to free competition. See CRT-Resolution 087 of 1997, Art. 4.13-4.19.
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is zero (implicitly, there are no costs for local phone service). This is not a realistic assumptions but

otherwise adds nothing to my main objective.

I assume that the constant marginal costs290f both LECs exand pfor providing

interconnection (access) are CA and CB respectively. Following Sibley and Weisman (1997), I also

assume that there is a fixed proportions relationships between the usage of access charges, t, that

each LEC provides and Q, a unit of long distance call. This unit includes the fraction for originating,

the fraction for terminating and a fraction for call set-up, busy signal etc. Then the relationship

between a unit of access, t, and a unit of long distance call, Q, is t
i

= AQ i, where A2 1.30 LECs ex

and Psell all units of access charges, t, at prices ex and P.31 Given the demands of access charges

(1)

(2)

And firm Psolves

M~x 1t~ =(p - CB)tB +(p - CB)tA

where tA and tB are the demand for access needed to make possible long distance basic voice

telephony from cities A and B. Then, one can interpret the expressions in equation 1 as follows: the

first one represents the profits from access charge for outgoing long distance calls, the second one

29 I assume that total marginal cost for providing access or interconnection are the sum of
access plus usage costs. The first one is the cost of being able to connect the subscriber to the
whole network, and that is independent of making calls; and the second one, that is affected by
the distance which a call travels (in the network of the LEC) and the amount of switching
required to handle a call.

30In the case of the United States, Sibley and Weisman (1997) found that A = 1.6.

31Although it may lead to some confusion, I will use the same notation to refer the name
of the LECs and the prices they charge for interconnection. Hopefully this warning will reduce
any possible misunderstanding.
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represents the profits from incoming long distance calls. The same for equation 2.

For simplicity, let A== 1. Then, tA =Q A and tB =Q B Profit functions for LEes are

Max 1tCt =(a - CA) Q A + (a - CA) Q B
Ct

M~x 1t~ =(p -CB)Q B +(p -CB)Q A

3.2.2 The long distance market

(1 ')

(2')

The long distance operator, company X, is a monopoly and needs to interconnect to the

networks of companies a and p. For the provision of the long distance service, the LDO charges a

final price PA and PB to consumers for calls from city A to city B, and vice versa. As I stated above

(see footnote 27), the level of incomes of cities A and B may be different, but I assume, for

simplicity, that they are identical.

As explained above, company X is a profit-maximizing firm. To simplify the analysis further

in the second setting, I assume that company X maximizes profit by manipulating quantities rather

than prices.32 Therefore it solves:

Max 1t =pxAQA_[C +a+A]QA+pxBQB_[C +a+A]QB (3)
ABX x P X P

Q ,Q

where P: =a - bQ A and P: =a - bQ B are the inverse demand functions from cities A and B

respectively.

I assume that company X incurs a marginal cost Cx per long distance call. For this first

attempt, I put aside fixed costS.33 The demands for long distance calls from city A and B are Q A and Q B

32To say that company X chooses quantities rather than prices may sound unreasonable.
However, as Hinton et ale (1997, p. 187) state referring to the choice of level of output, "This
behavioral assumption has recently been characterized as reasonable for the long-distance
industry by economists at the FCC."

33 Currently, Telecom bears a large portion of the social telephony. However, the creation
of the Communication Fund and the implication rule imposed on potential new entrants will
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respectively.

The last assumptions I make are that consumers in both cities derive utilities from incoming

and outgoing calls. These are equal, and there is always an interior solution.

3.5 Timing and game structure

The strategic interactions among the operators can be thought of as a two-stage game with

complete information. In the first stage, the LECs engage in simultaneous and separate negotiations

with company X for the interconnection fees u and p, knowing each other's demand function and

technology. In the second stage, once the access charge has been arranged, company X sets the end-

to-end service tariffPA and PB to consumers in cities A and B.

3.6 Analysis

3.6.1 Equilibrium prices P: *, P: *, a *and P*

As explained in Fudenberg and Tirole (1991), backward induction can be applied to any

finite game ofperfect information. In this two-stage game, by solving by backward induction I can

find the sub-game perfect equilibrium. In the second stage, company X chooses the output level for

long distance call, taking as given the access charges u and p, i.e. Q A(U,p) and Q B(U,p). In the

first stage, once the LDO has chosen its level of output, each LEC engages independently and

separately in negotiations with the LDO for the access charges. In equilibrium, each LEC chooses

its access charges by predicting correctly the tariffs the LEC in the other city will charge, and the

final output level chosen by company X.

Hence, solving backwards I have that from maximization of (3)

reduce those fixed costs. Although as mentioned above, there are very high (fixed) labor costs,
they may be incorporated easily into the model without changing dramatically the main results.
Hence, it is not very unrealistic to put them aside.
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I get, Q A(a,p) =[a -Cx-a -P]/2b

Q B(a,p) = [a - Cx - a - p]/2b.

(4)

(5)

Once the incumbent X has determined its level of output in the first stage, LEes a and p,

choose their optimal access prices. From the maximization of (1 ') and (2') and having the call

volumes from cities A and B, Q A(a,p) and Q B(a,p), one get the reaction functions,

By solving this pair of equations the equilibrium access prices a* and P* are found. Now,

plug these values into Q A(a,p) and Q B(a,p) and, I have the following result:

Result 1: Given the above assumptions, the incumbent's equilibrium quantities (prices) and LEes ';

access charges for the current scenario are

A* B* a-CA-CB-CXQ =Q = > 0
6b

A * B* Sa+C +C +C
p =p = A B X

X x 6

a+2C -C -C
a* = A B X

3

a+2C -C -CP*= B A X

3

Some comments are in order. First, notice that although company X can set different prices

for cities A and B, in equilibrium they are equal in both cities. This result may reflect the fact that
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company X being a monopoly treats the two cities like if it were a single market. Or, given that the

elasticities are the same, the incumbent has no gain from discriminating. This, in fact, is the result

one can see in Colombia, where Telecom prices the same for calls between cities no matter where

the call originates. Second, access charges are symmetric. More than that, they show that each LEC' s

income for its access charges would decrease whenever the inefficiencies either by the incumbent,

. aa ap aa ap
or by the other LEC Increases, -- =-- =-- =-- < O.acx acx aC

B
aC

A

It is easy to show that replacing the equilibrium values found in Result 1 into equations (1 '-2')

and (3), one can find the level of profits for the two LECs and for the LDO. Thus I have Result 2.

Result 2: Given the prices and quantities found in result 1, profits for the LEes and the LDO are:

* * [a - CA - CB - CX]2

1ta =1tp = 9b

* [a - CA - CB - CX]2
1C =-------

x ISb

Since demands from cities A and B, in equilibrium, are the same, LECs' profits are the same.

And since the local phone companies get income from incoming and outgoing calls, their profits are

twice the incumbent's.

Now, given the linearity of the inverse demand function, define Consumer Surplus for city

[a - P;l (Q A * + Q B *)
A and Bas: CSp = , i =A,B (6)

i 2

Total Consumer Surplus, TCS is just the sum of the consumer surplus in cities A and B.

Next, define Total Welfare as following:

(7)

Now, it is easy to show that substituting the equilibrium values found in Result 1 and the

outcomes in Result 2, one can have Result 3.
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Result 3: Given the equilibrium prices and quantities found in Result 1, consumer surplus, CS, in

cities A and B, total consumer surplus, TCS, and total welfare, TW, are

* * [a - CA - CB - CX]2
CS =CS =------

A B 36b

[a -C - C - C ]2
TW * - A B x

3b

It is easy to show that given Results 2 and 3, the following also holds

This is the result that LECs earn money from originating and terminating calls, while the

incumbent X gets money only from the composite good (the long distance call).

4. The Competitive setting

I now tum to the analysis of the competitive scenario. Recently, CRT issued a resolution

opening the long distance market. To become a new operator in this market, some requirements must

be satisfied. The most important ones are that one of the partners must be a LEC that has at least 150

thousand installed lines, and that it may have an international partner with extensive experience in

the telecommunications market.34

34More specifically, the resolution demands that the new entrants have to have an
international operator as a partner, or to have signed an operating contract with one. This
operator must have had more than 400 million minutes in international calls during the last year
previous to the beginning of operations. The LEC (or LECs if they team up) must not have more
than 35% of the total installed lines in the nation. I model the competitive situation like the one
where there is a foreign company as a partner of the LEC. Even in the extreme case, where the
foreign company enters only through an operating contract, we can think of it as if the fees for
this contract were parts of the total profits earned by the new LDO.
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I model a situation where the new LDO is a utility company with shares in the stock market.35

I suppose that one of the LECs teams up with a foreign company to form the new company, Y.

Consequently, in this setting, like in the former one, there are two LECs, a and p, located in cities

A and B, that provide local phone services and interconnection for long distance services. However,

one of the LECs is vertically integrated, i.e. it provides local and long distance services. Figure 2

shows the new scenario. Here, company Y is a subsidiary of company Pand this is represented by

bold contours and lines.

As in the former setting, company Y has to interconnect with the local operator a in city A,

LEC ex LEC P
Originating calls~

(City A
I
I

I

I

tcess charge ex )

, Transports
Terminating calls

Company Y

Figure 2. The competitive Scenario

City B

as well as with pin city B, paying access charges for originating and terminating calls. Company

X is not integrated and also has to interconnect with a and p. The LEC in city A is an independent

provider of local service and interconnection.

35The long distance service can be provided i) directly by a LEC (or group ofLECs), ii) a
subsidiary of a LEC. I will work the second case because so far it is the more interesting case.
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This setting presents a very important feature. I assume that, LEC p sets its access charges

by maximizing the profits of the integrated firm, i.e., the sum of the upstream profits plus

downstream profits, given an exogenous profit share r. r is the share of Y's profits that LEC p

keeps, and (1 - r) is the portion ofY's profit that the foreign company takes out of the country. This

jointly maximization approach is shared by many researchers (See Vickers 1995, p.9, and

Economides 1997).

Another approach may have been to consider the LEC maximizing its own profit function,

i.e.,choosing the optimal access charge over its upstream profits, without taking into account the

profits of its downstream subsidiary. This behavior may be the result of regulatory constraints or due

to some other reasons (See Sibley and Weisman 1997 for a very interesting discussion about a

somehow related point).

Furthermore, company Y, is modeled as afully separate subsidiary that competes in the long

distance market the shares of which are owned partially by the LEC p, foreign investors, and by

other investors whether private or public. All these investors care primarily about the profits of the

subsidiary. Besides, the CRT has establised that interconnection is mandatory and that the owners

of essential facilities cannot discriminate against their downstream competitor(s) (if integrated

vertically). Therefore, I assume that company Y maximizes the level of output only over its profit

function, taken as given the access charges that in equilibrium ex and pdetermine.

4.1. The long distance market

The long distance market is now a duopoly with two companies, X and Y. Both companies

need to interconnect to the networks of companies ex and p to provide long distance service.

Companies X and Y behave as profit-maximizing firms. Company X and Y, given the access prices ex
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and p, solve:

(8)

(9)

Notice that since I assume that LEC p is a fully separate subsidiary, V's profit function is

similar to X's.

Here,p: =P: =a -bQ A and P: =P: =a -bQ B are the prices that companies X and Y set

for the long distance calls from city A and B respectively. And, Q A =q: + q: and Q B =q: +q: is

the total demand for long distance calls that callers from cities A and B make.36 The entrant Y also

incurs a marginal cost Cy per long distance call. Here, one assumption will be crucial. This is that

Cx > Cy . Company X has a good and modem technology, including a modem fiber optic network.

However, company X has high labor costs involving excess workers, early pensions, and so forth.

Thus, the operating costs (marginal) end up being (very) large. The new entrant, Y is assumed to

have an up-to-date technology in long distance telecommunications. Besides, one way or in another,

it will be associated with foreign firms and that may cause that its operating costs may be a little bit

smaller. This scenario captures the current and actual features of the Colombian telecommunications

sector.

It is worth recalling the role of fixed costs. The new LDO has to build its own backbone

networks (or lease it from the incumbent X), and provide long distance service to some cities

according to a timetable. Besides the initial cost of the licence, the entrant has to incur, then, some

361 implicitly assume that the goods (long distance calls) are perfect substitutes.
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(high) fixed costs,37 while the incumbent does not have to pay for a license and has amortized its

current equipment and infrastructure over time. To simplify the problem, I will assume away the

fixed costs in this section of the paper.

4.2 The local exchange carriers

As in the original setting, the LECs earn income just from tariffs they charge to LDOs for

interconnection. To provide interconnection they incur a marginal cost per call, whether at the

originating or terminating end of the call, CA and CB• Hence, local exchange carrier a solves:

(10)

But now local company Phas teamed up with a foreign company to form company Y. The

CRT-resolution set that every new entrant in the long distance market must have a local phone

company as a partner. This may give the LECs greater bargaining power. However, the foreign

company is needed for the full operation of the new long distance operator, and many potential

partnerships are possible38. In the present paper, I do not model the bargaining outcome between

company Pand the foreign investors. Instead, I assume that there exists a given share of company

37 Thus far, two of the large Colombian LECs have decided to enter the long distance
market. Empresa de Telefonos de Bogota, ETB, and Empresas Publicas de Medellin, EPM.
EPM, the second largest LEC, has estimated that the cost to build the backbone network, using
fiber optic technology is about US$200 million. See "EPM se convierte en un gran
inversionista," el Tiempo, Noviembre 7 de 1997, Internet Press Release. ETB has estimated that
the infrastructure of the telecommunications network will cost about US$1 00 million, see "En
seis meses, la ETB dara servicio de larga distancia," EI Tiempo, Noviembre 25 de 1997, Internet
Press Release.

38 So far according to press releases, five well-known foreign operators have shown
some interest to independently enter the market. These are MCI, Bell Canada, France Telecom,
Deustche Telekom and Sprint, see, "Larga distancia en espera," Poder y Dinero, noviembre de
1997, "Telefonicas locales arman toldo aparte," EI Tiempo, octubre 3 de 1997, and "Dos
divorcios en larga distancia," EI Espectador, octubre 3 de 1997, Internet Press Releases.
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Y's profits (1- r) that company p shares with the foreign associates, and that the LEC makes the

maximization decision.39 Therefore, company p solves:

(11 )

Institutional assumptions:

As was explained above, one institutional assumption is that the marginal costs of the

incumbent, company X, are greater than the marginal costs of the entrant, company Y.

Technical assumption:

One technical assumption regarding parameters will be needed to make comparisons between

the current scenario and the competitive one, once the new entrant, company Y, enters. This is:

This assumption guarantees that all quantities are positive. More than that, it also makes end-

to-end and access prices positive.

4.3. Timing and game structure

I model the interactions between the LECs and the LDOs as a two-stage game with complete

information as in the first setting. In the first stage, the LECs engage in simultaneous bargaining

with company X and Y for the interconnection fees, ex and p, knowing each others demand function

and technology. In the second stage, once the access charges have been arranged, the LDOs behave

39This may be thought of as if the reservation profits (opportunity costs) for the foreign
company were zero.
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as Cournot competitors with regard to their output decisions.40 These output choices determine

demands for the intermediate good (originating and terminating access). The cost structure is also

known from the beginning.

For the subsequent analysis, I will first deal with the general case. Then, I will work two

extreme cases. The first case, where r = 0, that I call the full sharing ofprofits, or 100%-sharing, i.e.,

foreign company takes all the profit, and the case where r = 1, when the local loop p is the only

owner, that I call null sharing profits or O%-sharing. These two extreme cases provide arguments to

show if the sharing of profits can (or cannot) be harmful for total welfare.

4.4. General case r.

I would like to recall that LDO Y is a profit-maximizing firm that takes as given the access

charges that LECs ex and p choose. One can think of this as a naive assumption, in the sense that

the integrated (Or parent) company may have incentives to try to foreclose rivals, in my case,

company X. But, since my main purpose is to try to give answers to the concerns about the

deregulation process in the long distance market, I put aside this point..

In a backwards way, in the second stage, profit maximization by LDO X on the choice of

level of output q / =x, Y; j =A, B requires:

a1tx A A
--=a-2bqx -bqy -[cx+a+Pl=O

A
aqx

(12)

40 As I mentioned in footnote 31, it is not unreasonable to model LDOs as maximizing
output instead of prices. Alternatively, I could appeal to Kreps and Scheinkman (1983) who
establish conditions under which capacity decisions (i.e., commitments to intermediate goods
purchases) followed by price are analogous to Cournot competition. See also Tirole (1988, p.p.
215-218) for more detailed explanations.
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anx B B
--=a-2bqx -bqy -[Cx+a+Pl=O

B
aqx

Profit maximization by company Y on the level of output requires,41

any A A
--=a-2bqy -bqx -[cy+a+Pl=O

A
aqy

(13)

(14)

any B B
--=a-2bqy -bqx -[Cy+a+Pl=O (15)

B
aqy

From these four equations we can find the total long distance calls consumers from city A

and B make, taking as given the access charges ex and p, i.e., Q A(a,p), and Q B(a,p) .42

A (a-bq:-[Cy+a+Pl) B (a-bq:-[Cy+a+Pl)
qx (a,p) = qx (a, p) = (16)

2b 2b

Next, in the first stage, after substituting the corresponding above expressions into equations

(10) and (11), LECs manipulate the (access) prices. Then, LEC profit-maximizing over ex requires:

an
-cx=4a-2C -2C +4C -8a-4Pl=O. (18)
aa x y A

On the other hand, the parent company, LEC p, maximization over profits requires:

anap ::: -2r[a +Cx -2C y - a] +2rp +3 [2a -2a - Cx - 2Cy] -12P =0 (19)

4.4.1 Equilibrium prices

Result 4: The equilibrium access prices charged by local exchange carriers exand pare:

a * =[6a + 2 (6 -r) CA + (3r - 3) Cx - (3 + 3r) C y - 6 CBli (2(9 - r»

P* =[2 (3 - r) a + 2 (r - 3) CA - (5r + 3) Cx + (7r - 3) C y + 12 CBli (2(9 - r»

41The second order conditions for both firms' -maximization are
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Proof. To get this result just solve the pair of equations (18) and (19)e.

From Result 4, I obtain some very interesting although very well known facts. The first one,

is that, to the extent that assumptions 1 and 2 hold, LEC P's access price is decreasing in r. More

formally, I found that ap < o. This result is not surprising. Intuitively, it says that whenever r
ar

increases i.e., p becomes more vertically integrated, LEC p reduces the double marginalization.

From that it is easy to conclude the following result.

Result 5: Access price P is decreasing in r.

Proof. See appendix.

Intuitively one can reason as follow. As r increases LEC p's stakes in company Y increases.

the limit will be when the firm is completely integrated, i.e., r == 1. One very well known fact in

industrial organization is that when two monopolies interact there exists double marginalization.

Here, the increase in r reduces the double marginalization.

Some very clear-cut comparative statics can be made. The gains ( losses) of efficiency by the

incumbent, company X, and LEC a tend to increase the access price LEC Pdemands no matter how

much integrated P is. In contrast, with regard to its subsidiary, LDO Y, the effect is ambiguous

depending on the value ofr.

If r == 3/7, then LEC p access price's does not depend on the marginal cost of its subsidiary

company Y. For values greater than that, access charge p will increase, and for values less than r

== 3/7, it will decrease. This may suggest that the parent company, LEC p might be interested in

getting some degree of control, i.e., r > 3/7, if it values more its upstream profits than its downstream

ones.

The second outcome and derived from result 5 is that as' income should increase due to the
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fact that the double marginalization in access price p tends to zero,43 and this decreases the end-to-

end service price. Indirectly, local phone company in city A is better off due to the increase in the

quantity of long distance calls and thus it can increase its access price. Then I have

Result 6: As long as r increases, access prices charged by LEe ex increases.

Proof. See Appendix.

It is worth while looking at some comparative statics of the parameters on the access price

ex .First, for whatever value of r, a decrease in the marginal cost of LDO Y or LEC p tends to

increase the access charge ex, i.e., aa,/ac y = aa,/acB < o. Also, the effect of an increase in the

incumbent's costs, company X, is also mostly negative, although in the case of r == 1, access price ex

will not depend at all on it.

Result 7: Given Results 5 and 6 the equilibrium level ofoutput by companies X and Y is

Furthermore,

Proof. This proof is straightforward. Take the values of ex and pfound in Result 4, and plug them

into the equations resulting from solving the system (16) to (17) and you will have the above

quantities•.

This again is not surprising. Since we assume that company Y has a cost-advantage over

company X, it is natural that company Y rips off a big portion of the market. But as long as the cost

43 Recall that the market structure in the telecommunications sector is that LECs are
monopolies. As Tirole (1988, p. 175) states "What is worse than a monopoly? A Chain of
monopolies". In our case, becoming more integrated and maximizing over total profits, LEC p
reduces the double marginalization.
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inefficiency tends to disappear, i.e if Cx ~ Cy, the companies will share the market in equal parts

Result 8: Given the Result 7, the total quantity oflong distance calls from cities .L4 and B, and the

equilibrium prices are

Proof. Again, take the values of a * and P* found in result 4 and put them into the equilibrium

values for total quantities and pricese .

. aQ A aQ B ap A ap B
It is easy to show that -- =-- =-- =-- > o. This is very intuitive because as I

ar ar ar r

showed in Result 6, the effect of r on access charge Pis negative. This tends to decrease the final

price of long distance calls and increase the total calls made for consumers.

With the equilibrium values of ex *, p*, Q A *, Q B * ,P A * and p B * ,it is straightforward to find

the profits values for all the companies and total consumer surplus in City A and B. One only need

to plug them into the equations (5) to (8), and the following result is found.

Result 9. The equilibrium profits for LDOs and LECs, and total consumer surplus TCS are

n*=3[2a-2C -C -C -2C +rC -rC ]2/((9-r)2b)a A X Y B X Y

Besides the fact that all these objective functions are positive, the only intuitive results come

from the comparative static. How sensitive are these to an exogenous change in the level of r? I
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found that, bearing in mind the assumptions A1 and A2, all the above expressions tend to increase

.. I· . h h . f . aTIx aTIa aTI y aTCS ThposItIve y as r Increases, WIt t e exceptIon 0 TI A , I.e., -- =-- =-- =-- > O. e
p ar ar ar r

explanation is straightforward. The reduction in the double marginalization tends to decrease the

access price for LEC in city B. This in tum affects positively the final price of long distance calls,

i.e., it decreases. This increase the quantity of the long distance calls callers make. Hence, LDO X,

LEC a's profits, and TCS increase.

To answer the question Is TW increasing in r? And, Is it always greater in the competitive

scenario than in the current setting?, I analyze the extreme cases where r = 1 and r = o.

4.5. Extreme cases r =0 and r = 1

4.5.1 The full-sharing of profits -r = 0

To be able to say in what setting total welfare is the most, given all the assumptions stated

in this paper, I analyze two extremes cases. Result 10 and 12 are easily found. One just need to

replace the value of r into the equilibrium expressions found in Results 4 and, 7-8 and do not need

any proof.

Result 10: Taking r = 0 the equilibrium access charges and end-to-end service prices for the

competitive scenario are

a* =[2a +4C -C -C -2C ]/6
A x y B

A* =[2a -2C -C -C +4C ]/6P A X Y B

Some comments can be done. Firstly, access prices are symmetric because of the fact that

this case represents two LECs that are not at al integrated. In this case, access charges are more

sensitive to the other LEe's marginal cost than to the LDOs. Secondly, long distance prices are more
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sensitive to the marginal costs of the local phone companies. One can say that given that each LEC

is a monopoly in its own city, the structure of this model, would suggest that consumers are worse

off in the case of fully independent operators. The double marginalization effect gets its top.

Currently, Regulators set the access charges following closely the Baumol-Willig rule. But this rule,

in the case of monopolies like the LECs may mean that the opportunity costs are the monopoly

profits.

Result 11: Given prices and quantities found in Results 9-10, profits for the local loops, the long

distance operators, total consumer surplus in cities A and B" TCS, and Total Welfare are

1ta;=o =1tp;=o =[2a -2CA -CX -C y -2CB ]2/27b

1t;=2[a -C
A

-SCx+4Cy-CB]2/81b

Given the higher efficiency of the new entrant and assumption A2, in general, it holds that,

Also, it is easy to show that the outcomes in Result 11 lead to conclude that,

4.5.2 The null-sharing of profits -r = 1

Result 12: Taking r == 1, the equilibrium access charges and end-to-end service prices for the

competitive scenario are
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Some comments are in order here. First, notice that the end-to-end service price and the

access charge a * do not depend on the marginal cost of the incumbent. In this case, by being

company p fully vertically integrated, the double marginalization effect disappear. This result is not

intuitively reasonable and deserves a more careful thought. But I can say that the marginal costs of

company X seems to be diluted once company Pbecomes more fully integrated.

Result 13: Given prices and quantities found in Result 12, profits for the local loops, the long

distance operators, and total consumer surplus are

TI
a

* =3[a -C
A

-C y -C
B

]2/16b
r=l

1tP;=1 =[a - CA - C Y - CB][a -CA - CB +C y -2Cx]2/8b

TIx * =[a -C
A

-4Cx +3C y -C
B

]2/32b
r=l

TI y * =[a -C
A

+4Cx -5C y -C
B

]2/32b
r=l

Result 14: Total welfare in the competitive scenario when r=1 is

[( a -C -4C +3C -C )2 + (a -C +4C -5C -C )]2/32b
A x y B A X Y B

5. Welfare Analysis and other results

As I mentioned in the introduction, there has been substantial concern about the opening of

the long distance market. It is said that this will be harmful to the incumbent, company X, and may

affect total welfare. In this section, I compare the total welfare in the first scenario with the total
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welfare in the competitive setting. I ask, does full-profit sharing (FO) hurt total welfare? This is the

VARIABLE MONOPOLY COMPETITION

Full-sharing profits Null-sharing profits

a a Monopoly < a r=O < a r=1

p PMonopoly < Pr=O > Pr=1

QA==QB Q Monopoly < {QA == QBJ r=O < {QA==QBJ r=1

PA==P B P Monopoly > {PA == PBJ r=O > {PA==PBJ r=1

TCS TCS Monopoly < TCS r=O < TCS r=1

1tX 1t Monopoly » 1t r=O < re r=1

rea re a Monopoly < rea r=O < rea r=1

rep TIp Monopoly < TIpr=O > TIp r=1

TW TW Monopoly < TW r=O < TW r=1

extreme case where all the profits of the new entrant goes abroad in this one-shot game. I proceed

to analyze the situation, taking as benchmark the current scenario, where the only distance provider

is the incumbent company X.

TABLE 1.
COMPARISONS OF THE SCENARIOS

Given all the previous results, Table 1 shows how the different equilibrium outcomes found

in both settings compare. The Table will just show the direction of the inequalities. One can observe

that given the lower price and greater level of output demanded, total consumer surplus is greater

in the potential competitive scenario than in the current setting. More than that, it shows that for even
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in the case of full-sharing of profits, i.e., where the foreign company gets all the profits from

company Y, consumers as a whole are better off. Hence, the invitation of a foreign company does

not hurt consumer surplus.

Nevertheless, company X's profits does decrease. Still this is due more to the introduction

of competition than to the fact of the entering of a foreign company. Actually, as the table shows,

the double sign (») means that company X profits are greater in the benchmark setting than in both

extreme cases of competition, r =1 and r =0; although company X's profits are higher when r =1. I

will refer more on this subject later on .

Now the fact that company X's profits decrease when it faces competition, is more than

c9mpens~t~dby the increase in the profits ofLECs Aan~ B, and company Y. This effect is of great
- :,,' ". :. \ . " " . - "'.'~ >".~'"i :' .'.. ',.:, ':.' ..

~ " . ~. " , , ".. _.' ;".~ . />i.· -,;" .:',.'; . :":".': :'.
importance because it shows that local phone companies that keep providing only local phone

service will increase their revenue and profits, and this may help them out to finance the

modernization of their networks and perform a better role in$1pJementing social telephony. Indeed,
~:~\F~~'~

all this leads me to my main result in this paper.

Proposition 1: The introduction of competition in the long distance service will increase Total

Welfare, TW, even in the case when there exists full-sharing of profits,

i.e., TW 1 >TW 0 >TWM I·r= r= onopo y

Proof. See appendix.

This result is important because it suggests that the efforts of the Colombian government to

introduce competition into the long distance service are justified. Besides, given that I assume

(implicitly) that the reservation profits for the foreign company is zero, the optimal r is given by

null-sharing ofprofits, Le., r = 1. Notice, that a somewhat different result may be derived if I would
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have modeled a regulator maximizing over total welfare subject to a participation constraint greater

than zero for a foreign company.

5.1 Other General Results

It is worthwhile showing in a somehow different way some of previous results. Bearing in

mind the assumptions A1 and A2, I found,

\;f r E [0,1]

r=l

r < 1

\;f r E [0,1]

1ta > TCS = 1tp > 1t y > 1tx r =0

1ta > TCS > 1tp =1ty > 1tx r =1

1tx ~O when r=l, /\ if a ~4CX-3Cy+CA +CB

The last result is the one I want to highlight. The profits of company X, when r == 1 is almost

zero. That is, the level of calls provided by company X may be extremely low 44(close to zero).

Otherwise, the profits of company X will be positive. The policy implication is that for company X

to keep having positive profits, it must make some efforts to reduce operating costs. Because of the

competition, the incumbent will always lose market share, but the losses may be higher, the greater

its marginal costs (or its fixed labor costS).45 Then, the concerns by unions and other parties about

44Remember that A2 means that a > 4Cx -3C y +CA +CB'. However, one can write this
expression as a = 4Cx -3C y+CA +CB +E, where E > o. Now if E is very small, it may mean that
company X total share tends to be small, or that demand is very small.

a A

45 qx < 0, then as Cx increases, the equilibrium output level supplied by Company Xacx
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company X losing market share, reducing its profits and not being able to implement the social

investment may be true, among other things, because of the current inefficiencies (excessive labor

force and too high wages) but not for the opening of the long distance market to competition.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, I have tried to model the introduction of competition in the long (national)

distance market in Colombia. The main results in the competitive scenario are the following.

Firstly, as competition reduces prices, the call volumes from cities A and B increase. This

was expected. Consequently, total consumer surplus in both cities also increases. Third, company

X, given its (assumed) cost disadvantages, sees its profits reduced in the future potential scenario.

Fourth, total consumer surplus ranks higher in the null-profit sharing, i.e., r==l.

Lastly, the most important result is that the invitation of a modem foreign phone company

does not reduce total welfare of the country. Although I do not tackle that problem, I can say that

the benefits could be greater if quality were explicitly taken.

I found that the r-value that gives the maximum total welfare, TW, is for r = 1. This turns out

to be the case where there is a fully vertically integrated firm providing local (access) and long

distance phone services. The result may be sensitive to the fact that the r is chosen exogenously.

Further extensions can include to introduce into the model some factors put aside in this paper. One

of them is the cross subsidy problem. The second one may be to try to obtained the equilibrium

bargaining profit-sharing if regulators would be interested in ensuring the participation of foreign

firms. Also, I must give a more active role to the LECs. Given the higher expected quantities

demand, how will LECs play their future strategies with regard to the expansion of their networks?

goes down.
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Similarly, strategic investment by a global telecommunications company may involve different

(lower) costs than assumed above. Dynamic cost-containment activities by the incumbent would be

stimulated by LDOs entry. These considerations may reinforce the conclusions from this static

model.

Lastly, I have not analyzed factors regarding the incentive by LEC Pto raise rivals' costs or

foreclose rivals. This subject has become central in the discussions of allowing the Baby Bells to

enter long distance markets in the United States. It may be also a concern for Colombian regulators

given the incentives that current LECs have to become more integrated.46
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